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Catch-up with Carl

Reading through the content of this month’s
newsle�er reinforces to me all the great research
which goes on in IFTC, but also the importance of
communica�ng our messages externally. Using
press releases, contribu�ng to interviews and
magazine ar�cles and also social media, we can
promote our research and the Coventry
University brand – this also helps us build our
own personal networks and will lead on to all
sort of other opportuni�es. We don’t want to be
the world’s best kept secret. All your hard work
and achievements need recogni�on, and we
should feel confident in promo�ng ourselves &
our achievements.

We are currently working with the Marke�ng &
Comms team on developing the profile and
messaging of our research and have started the
process of upda�ng our web pages. This is
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IFTC would like to maximise the visibility of our
talented PGRs and the important research they
do. Bite sized videos are a great way to promote
your work, connect with colleagues, staff,
external collaborators or even showcase your
work to prospec�ve employers. Please have a
look at our sample videos from the Structures,
Control and Op�misa�on research group. If you
would like to add your own video please follow
the instruc�ons here, note that this ac�vity is
op�onal. All videos will be (externally) accessible
from the main IFTC video archive.

something everyone can get involved with. If you
have a story to tell, let us know – we would like
to help you promote this. Case studies which
demonstrate how your research is making a
difference bring our research to life.

Introducing bite-sized post-graduate
research videos!

Upcoming Events

The Future Electrifica�on of Urban Transport
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Webinar - 2nd June 2021 11.30hrs BST 
The move to decarbonise our transporta�on
networks requires a considerable change to our
exis�ng systems. This includes different means of
implementa�on, the adop�on of new (and
possibly disrup�ve) technologies and,
importantly, a need for more engineers to make
the changes a reality. This webinar will pose
some of the challenges faced and innova�ve
solu�ons being deployed. Click here to register.

Hot Topic Video 
The ARTS Technical Network (ARTS TN) have
produced this hot topic video on Automo�ve
Cybersecurity which highlights the risks and
opportuni�es of connected vehicle cybersecurity. 
 
Doctoral Supervision Programme 2021/22 -
New Dates! 
New dates for the Doctoral Supervision
Programme in 2021/22 have now been
released! You can find more informa�on on the
courses and the new dates here.

PGR Opportunity - The Big Tent Fes�val of Ideas 
The Big Tent Ideas Fes�val will this year be held
in Coventry as part of the City of Culture on
Saturday 10th July. The Big Tent’s public policy
partner, Radix think tank, is looking for 3-4 PHD
students with outstanding listening and wri�ng
skills to a�end the conference, iden�fy the best
ideas and write them up as part of the
Conference’s New Ideas Report. The PGR will
receive free fes�val entry, lunch & appropriate
refreshments, + £760 for successfully completed
copy (£190 per day). Apply with CV and cover
le�er, together with a short example of your
wri�ng (no more than 800 words) no later and
5pm on Tuesday 1st June.  For further
informa�on please click here.

IFTC Seminar
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Our monthly 'Teams' IFTC Seminar took place on
20th May 2021, featuring two interes�ng
presenta�ons by:

Professor Elena Gaura – Ins�tute Director of
MPCS (Research Ins�tute for Mathema�cal,
Physical and Computa�onal Sciences)
Andi Prase�yo Wibowo – Postgraduate
Researcher at Ins�tute for Future Transport
and Ci�es

We encourage all PGRs to join us for any
scheduled IFTC events.

 

SSG PGR Kacper Sowka has been awarded
the Best Student prize for Computer Science

This award represents the hard work I put into
my bachelors degree in Computer Science,

This will be a great opportunity to network and
engage with fellow researchers.  Seminar
presenta�ons and recording are available on
SharePoint. Staff can access the documents here.
PGRs can access the documents here.

Please contact Charlo�e Jenner if you would like
to present at the FTC seminar!

IFTC PGR awarded Graduation
prize... Best Student for Computer
Science! 
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and shows my dedica�on to reach my full
poten�al within the field. My PhD is a direct
con�nua�on of my interests within Computer
Science and I strive to make each subsequent
achievement my best yet.

 

 

Shahid Mahmood 

Thesis Title: Systema�c Threat Assessment and
Security Tes�ng of Automo�ve Over-The-Air
(OTA) Updates

Modern cars host numerous special-purpose,
sophis�cated compu�ng and connec�vity
devices facilita�ng the correct func�oning of
various in-vehicle systems. These devices in the
connected cars host complex so�ware systems
with more than 100 million lines of code,

Spotlight on...PGR's - Passed Viva's
- Congratulations!!!! 



requiring regular and �mely updates for
func�onal enhancements and most importantly
for fixing security-related bugs that could be
exploited by adversaries to compromise the
security of the vehicle.

To replace the old mechanism for upda�ng in-
vehicle so�ware which is expensive and
inefficient for carmakers and inconvenient for
the customers, OTA so�ware update system has
emerged as an efficient, cost-effec�ve and
convenient solu�on for delivering so�ware
updates to automobiles remotely. While OTA
offers several benefits; it introduces new security
challenges that warrant immediate a�en�on to
carry out in-depth security analysis, as a�ackers
can maliciously use the so�ware update systems
as a�ack vectors to undermine the vehicle
security and safety.  
This thesis presents an in-depth security
evalua�on of Uptane framework, by using a
structured threat analysis approach to
construc�ng a�ack trees and employing a
model-based security tes�ng approach for
genera�ng effec�ve security test cases. We
implement a so�ware tool that generates the
security test cases by analysing the structure of
the a�ack trees and ul�mately execu�ng those
test cases against the target system. We carried
out several experiments moun�ng various
a�acks on the reference implementa�on of
Uptane framework. While many of the
experimental results showed that the framework
is secure, providing effec�ve protec�on against
different threats and cybera�acks, some findings
suggest that the reference implementa�on is
vulnerable to the denial-of-service and
eavesdropping a�acks that can cause the system
to fail in responding to legi�mate update
requests from clients and disclose sensi�ve
informa�on to malicious en��es, respec�vely. 



 

Raguram Nagarajan 

Thesis Title: Direct numerical simula�ons of non-
premixed MILD flames

Publica�ons:

Mahmood, S., Fouillade, A., Nguyen, H.N.
and Shaikh, S.A., 2020, October. A Model-
Based Security Tes�ng Approach for
Automo�ve Over-The-Air Updates. In 2020
IEEE Interna�onal Conference on So�ware
Tes�ng, Verifica�on and Valida�on
Workshops (ICSTW) (pp. 6-13). IEEE.
Mahmood, S., Nguyen, H.N. and Shaikh, S.A.,
2021. Automo�ve Cybersecurity Tes�ng:
Survey of Testbeds and Methods. In Digital
Transforma�on, Cyber Security and
Resilience of Modern Socie�es (pp. 219-
243). Springer Interna�onal Publishing.

Supervisory Team: Hoang Nga Nguyen, Siraj
Shaikh

Viva panel: (Independent Chair) Patricia Sellick,
(External Examiner) Omar Al Kadri and (Internal
Examiner) Mike Blundell

Recommenda�ons from viva voce
examina�on: Pass with minor changes.



Moderate or Intense Low-oxygen Dilu�on (MILD)
combus�on is an emerging combus�on
technology which can simultaneously improve
the efficiency and reduce the emission levels of
the combus�on systems. In this study, Direct
Numerical Simula�on (DNS) is used to study the
role of gaseous addi�ves on combus�on
characteris�cs and reac�on pathways of MILD
combus�on. The heat loss effects on the igni�on
behaviour of MILD flames and the effects of
exhaust gas addi�on on the combus�on
characteris�cs of syngas enriched methane
flames are also inves�gated.

Syngas and carbon monoxide are used as the
gaseous addi�ves, and methane is used as the
base fuel. Syngas addi�on affects the igni�on
delay, flame structure, NO forma�on and
reac�on pathways of MILD methane flames.
Syngas addi�on reduces the CH4 content of
MILD methane flames which decreases their NO
mass frac�on levels (prompt NO) at least by an
order of 10−1. The preferen�al diffusion effects
become important in MILD methane flames with
syngas addi�on. Furthermore, in case of MILD
methane flames, the igni�on characteris�cs are
controlled by the exhaust gas content of the
oxidiser stream. Upon the addi�on of syngas,
both exhaust gas content of the oxidiser stream
and hydrogen content of the fuel control the
igni�on characteris�cs of MILD methane flames.
For instance, syngas addi�on to MILD methane
flames shortens their igni�on delay by up to
10−2 s. The syngas addi�on also increases the
flux rate between the major intermediate
species formed during the combus�on process,
and affects the major intermediate species
formed during the igni�on stage. Exhaust gas
addi�on to syngas enriched methane flames
reduces their flame temperature, flame
structure, NO forma�on, and igni�on delay. The
changes observed in these parameters and



proper�es depend on the amount of exhaust
added to the flames. The carbon monoxide
addi�on to adiaba�c MILD methane flames
shortens its igni�on delay up to 1.28 ms (at
oxidiser temperature 1400 K). This shortened
igni�on delay is found to be significant especially
at oxidiser temperatures lower than 1600 K.
Addi�onally, the carbon monoxide addi�on
affects the concentra�on of the major
intermediate species, increases the scalar
dissipa�on rate, and makes preferen�al diffusion
effects important especially in the flame
development stage post the igni�on stage. The
heat loss effects lengthen the igni�on delay of
MILD methane flames by 1.11 ms (from 1.01 ms
to 2.12 ms) and the igni�on delay of carbon
monoxide enriched MILD methane flames by
1.01 ms (from 0.91 ms to 1.92 ms) at oxidiser
temperature 1700 K. In case of adiaba�c MILD
methane flames, the igni�on characteris�cs are
governed by the molecular diffusion process.
However, in MILD flames with the inclusion of
heat loss effects, both molecular diffusion and
turbulence govern the igni�on characteris�cs.
The inves�ga�on of carbon monoxide addi�on to
turbulent MILD methane flames with the
inclusion of heat loss reveals that such trends
agree well with those observed in the adiaba�c
turbulent MILD methane flames. The reac�on
pathway analysis shows that the carbon
monoxide addi�on to MILD methane flames
increases the flux rate between the intermediate
species. In addi�on, in MILD methane flames,
only the ethane to vinyl pathway seems to be
important in the methane to carbon dioxide
oxida�on pathway. In carbon monoxide enriched
MILD methane flames both ethane to vinyl and
formaldehyde pathways become important in
the methane to carbon dioxide oxida�on
pathway. However, in both the flames, the top
intermediate species involved in methane to



water vapour oxida�on pathways are iden�cal,
and their oxida�on pathways are similar.

Publica�ons:

Raguram is working on dra�ing 3 papers
from his PhD thesis, which are in the
pipeline.

Supervisory Team: Dr Mansour Al Qubeissi (DoS,
EEC/iFTC), Dr Nwabueze Emekwuru (iFTC/EEC),
Dr Ebrahim Abtahizadeh (JLR)

Viva panel: Dr Zinedine Kha�r (Associate
Professor, affiliated with Birmingham City
University & University of Leeds), Internal
Examiner: Dr James Jewkes (FCS/EEC),
Independent Chair: Professor Gideon Maas
(Interna�onal Centre for Transforma�onal
Entrepreneurship/FBL)

Recommenda�ons from viva voce
examina�on: Pass with minor changes.

The Spring recruitment round for the
Postdoctoral Fellowship Scheme is
now open!

This scheme offers the opportunity to Coventry
University Postdoctoral Researchers to start their
independent research careers whilst undertaking
a period of guided research. The fellowship
provides a training period during which
successful candidates can develop skills,
knowledge and experience while par�cipa�ng
fully in the research environment of their
research centre, to then move on to lead their
own independent research in industry or
academia at the end of their tenure.

The full details of the scheme are a�ached and
applica�ons are invited at the Vacancies sec�on
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The implementa�on of nano-engineered
composite oxides opens up the way towards the

of the website here. Applicants are encouraged
to contact Mark Adams, Career Development
Consultant, Talent Team, for assistance with their
applica�on.

Congratulations... Grant Awarded to
Human Factors for Future Transport
Group

IFTC have recently been awarded a research
grant by EPSRC Trustworthy Autonomous
Systems programme (£99k value, 1 year
dura�on). The team is comprised of Giedre
Sabaliauskaite, Stewart Birrell, Siraj Shaikh and
William Payre, the PI. The project partners are
EDAG and Arrival. Please see below a short
summary of the project: 

This research inves�gates the cyber security,
human factors and trust aspects of screen
failures during automated driving. Screen
failures can be either silent (i.e. drivers are
not informed) or explicit (i.e. drivers are
warned). From the cyber perspec�ve, we will
be conduc�ng a threat analysis, with our
industrial stakeholders, of in-vehicle digital
displays. This will lead to a series of use cases
being developed when possible malfunc�on
or intrusion (hacking) would occur. These use
cases are replicated in our driving simulator
where we will inves�gate par�cipants’
responses to aspects like trust in the
automa�on, driving performance, safety, and
biometrics.

A high-entropy manganite in an
ordered nanocomposite for long-
term application in solid oxide cells
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development of a novel class of func�onal
materials with enhanced electrochemical
proper�es. Here we report on the realiza�on of
ver�cally aligned nanocomposites of lanthanum
stron�um manganite and doped ceria with
straight applicability as func�onal layers in high-
temperature energy conversion devices.

 

 

By a detailed analysis using complementary
state-of-the-art techniques, which include atom-
probe tomography combined with oxygen
isotopic exchange, we assess the local structural
and electrochemical func�onali�es and we allow
direct observa�on of local fast oxygen diffusion
pathways.

Click here to read more

Mentioned on the Telegraph
website... Sewage waste to become
green hydrogen fuel in water
company trials 
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Hydrogen has been hailed as one of the
technologies that will help the UK transi�on
away from reliance on fossil fuels.

The cars of the future could be powered by
hydrogen extracted from waste in a process
being tested by UK water companies. Ammonia,
a toxic substance, is currently processed into
nitrogen which can be safely released into the
atmosphere, but the water company hopes the
more useful hydrogen could make its sewage
treatment cheaper and more sustainable.

Click here to read more

Keynote speaker at the International
Conference on Innovative
Engineering Applications (CIEA’
2021) 

Associate Professor Messaoud Saidani has been
invited to present as a keynote speaker at the
Interna�onal Conference on Innova�ve
Engineering Applica�ons (CIEA’ 2021) to be held
at Muş Alparslan University, Turkey from 20-22
May 2021. Messaoud will give an online talk
en�tled “Behaviour of welded tee-end
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connec�ons to circular hollow sec�on members:
experimental and numerical inves�ga�on”.

Computational Fluid Dynamics
Optimization of Supersonic Inlet
Geometry... S. Carr, B. Khanal 

Abstract— Highly non-linear compressible flow
simula�ons were carried out on a supersonic
scramjet inlet under the standard sea level
atmospheric condi�ons. An exis�ng mixed
compression inlet geometry designed for a
specific inlet condi�ons has been used for the
basic configura�on in this research, which was
purposed for a cross valida�on with the available
data in the open literature; and thus, be used for
further off design analysis. The overall aim of this
inves�ga�on is to study the flow-field
characteris�cs prevalent in the high speed intake
geometry using Computa�onal Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) techniques, and perform an op�miza�on
exercise to improve the pressure recovery and
shock wave forma�on for any compromised off-
design cases. The results will be analysed in
detail and the flow features extrac�on
techniques will be used to iden�fy the shock
structures. 
The on-design CFD simula�ons were carried out
with condi�ons of M = 2.1 at 51,000�. The
results were validated against the available data
in the literature with overall good agreement,
 and it showed the presence of complex shock
wave structure in the flow-field. The capturing of
the on-design condi�ons resulted in good
oblique shock topology from the external ramp
shocks and appropriate reflec�on shocks
downstream of the inlet. The grid domain was
generated using a structured mesh topology, and
the overall topological design was  maintained
same for all the cases inves�gated. The results
from the off-design simula�on show highly non-



 

linear flow physics characterized by the growth
of a bow shock origina�ng at the external ramp;
thus, leading to greater discon�nuity and
separa�on around the walls of the geometry.
With the reduc�on of free stream Mach number,
a retreat of the bow shock occurred towards the
leading edge of the inlet. The presence of bow
shocks led to some Shock wave Boundary-Layer
Interac�ons at various points along the length of
the intake geometry and reduced the
performance greatly of the inlet leading to
possible unstart; therefore, increasing the
possibility of engine surges. Finally, final off
design simula�on case showed an interes�ng
interac�on of oblique shocks emana�ng from
the ini�al ramp corners and the corner shocks
were seen to undergo a gradual merging to a
single bow shock.  
The op�miza�on approach was conducted using
compressible gas dynamic rela�ons to further
fine-tune the intake geometry with the ul�mate
aim of improving the shock structure, pressure
recovery and to reduce the losses associated
with the shock forma�on. and accurate
approxima�ons to the overall parameters of the
geometry. Finally, CFD simula�on was performed
on the op�mized geometry to demonstrate the
benefit of geometry op�miza�on, the result
showed a clear improvement on pressure
recovery and shock wave structures, faring
favorably over the origina�ng off-design
simula�on conducted in earlier stages. 
Keywords— CFD, Compressible Flow, Design
Op�miza�on, Supersonic Ramjet Inlet

How to PhD- sharing the essential
PhD skills we wish we had known!?
Podcast for PGRs! 



This is How to PhD, the show dedicated to
sharing those key, prac�cal skills for PhD success.
Perhaps you've just decided to embark on a PhD,
or maybe you're a seasoned doctoral veteran
about to face your viva. Whatever stage you're
at, the PhD can be a huge challenge. But it can
also be one of the most rewarding things you'll
ever do and there are a few things we learned
along the way that can help you. Join myself, Dr
Arun Ulahannan and my co-host, Dr Julia Gauly,
as we share everything we wish we had known
before star�ng our PhDs!

3 episodes are out now, with new episodes every
Monday (star�ng on 3rd May, which will be
about how to start the thesis- and there will be a
thesis template available for all listeners to
download).

Website (with show
notes): h�ps://www.howtophd.show 

Links to Podcast Pla�orms: Apple
Podcasts / Spo�fy  / Google Podcasts

Join the Operations Team!

We are currently recrui�ng for  2 full �me
Opera�ons Administrators suppor�ng the
Ins�tute for Clean Growth and Future Mobility.
Please forward the advert to anyone who may be
interested in applying. The JD and advert are
now live on the CU website. If anyone would like
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Message from Vice-Chancellor John Latham CBE
to all staff, 17 May 2021:

Today brings an important step forward for all
of us as we reopen our CU campuses and
Coventry campus to all students, with
Coventry University London to follow next
Monday. All aspects of our return to campus
are being approached cau�ously and in line
with government advice as we priori�se the
safety of colleagues, students and the
communi�es around us...

Click here to read more

 

an Informal discussion please contact Sam
Krumins. The successful applicants will be joining
our small but dynamic admin team suppor�ng
the opera�onal provision for CGFM and
repor�ng to Research Services.

Vice-Chancellor Updates

Connections Matter...Health & Well-
Being
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The Connec�ons Ma�er website is regularly
updated with interes�ng content, we especially
recommend you browse the Mental health and
wellbeing page for resources and insigh�ul
content. There are also other dedicated pages
covering useful topics, such as: 

Physical Health and Wellbeing
Community and Culture
Explore a range of staff stories and find out
how to share your own

 

Contribute to FTC's Twitter Page

Unique in its ability to spark real-�me
discussions and debate, Twi�er is a powerful
engagement tool for igni�ng interac�ons
between friends, strangers, students (past &
present) industrial partners and followers. You
can email admin with any news on webinars,
conferences, 'wins' and good news stories so we
can tweet it via the FTC Twi�er page -
alterna�vely you can also tag us @CovUni_FTC
for a retweet!

Contribute to the next newsletter
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If you would like to contribute to the next edi�on
of the newsle�er please complete send requests
to admin.�c@coventry.ac.uk by the 24 June
2021.

Submission deadlines for future edi�ons are also
available on Share Point.
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